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Abstract 
The impedance, capacitance and conductance of deionized water-
glucose polar solution is measured by employing impedance 
spectroscopy and a quasi-oscillatory nature of variation with 
glucose content in the solution is observed. Such quasi-oscillatory 
nature is attributed to the randomly distributed water-water, water-
glucose and glucose-glucose dipole interactions at the molecular 
level in the solution. A relevant analytical model is developed on 
the basis of such random distribution of the molecular dipoles and 
the experimental data agree well with those obtained from the 
theoretical model. The electrical parameters are measured in the 
frequency range of 100Hz to 4MHz for the volume fractions of 
glucose with respect to water in the range of 0.1 to 0.5. The 
impedance, capacitance and conductance are obtained to be in the 
range of 1.03 kΩ – 112 kΩ, 34.9 pF – 1.66 nF, and 8.95 µS – 52.9 
µS respectively for the glucose volume fraction range considered. 
 
Keywords: Quasi-oscillatory nature, DI water-glucose, polar 
solution, multi-body dipole correlation, dipole polarization, 
impedance spectroscopy.   

 
 
Introduction 
 
The electrical characterization of glucose in different 
solutions has been a topic of enormous research interest for 
several decades and to date research is being carried out 
around the globe to explore salient properties of these liquids 
due to the fundamental role of glucose as a fuel molecule in 
many biological processes [1-3]. Among various 
approaches, the electrical analysis of glucose solutions by 
impedance spectroscopy is becoming a very potential 
method [4-8].  

Glucose is a monosaccharide with pyranose skeleton and 
also it is polar in nature due to the arrangement of its 
constituent hydrogen and oxygen atoms, which leads to an 
uneven distribution of electrons around the entire molecule 
[9]. Consequently, glucose in different base solutions 
exhibits very interesting electrical characteristics for its 
particular structure and polarization effect. Such electrical 
properties depend on the polarity of base solvents and the 
compositional concentration of glucose in the solution [10-
11]. As an example, a linear dependency of electrical 
parameters on the glucose content of its solution is observed 
[3, 12-13] in a conductive type buffer saline, however, such 
variation is different in a pure polar type solution like DI 

water. The water molecule is non-linear and the centers of its 
positive and negative charges do not coincide, thereby, 
making it a polar molecule and therefore the aqueous 
solution of glucose shows different electrical properties 
compared to an ionic solution.  

Different theoretical models have been proposed to 
demonstrate the electrical behavior of glucose molecules in 
a solution. The Clausius-Mosotti equation explained the 
effective dielectric behavior of solutions containing non-
polar solutes [14-17]; however, it is not sufficient to analyze 
the similar behavior for solutions with polar solutes. Debye 
then developed a theory on the effective dielectric constant 
of a solution with polar molecules [15]. Onsager [16] and 
then Kirkwood [17] founded their models on the basis of 
Debye theory with the concept of continuum approach by 
considering the molecule to be surrounded by a continuous 
medium.  

There are three types of dipole interactions present in the 
system of an aqueous solution of glucose: the water-water, 
water-glucose and glucose-glucose interactions [18-19]. 
Therefore, the net polarization must be a function of the 
compositional concentration of glucose in the system. When 
an external electric field is applied to the system, the 
orientations of the molecular dipoles inside it play a pivotal 
role on the net polarization of the system [20]. In most of the 
theoretical models, the multi-body dipole correlations are not 
clearly explained and the orientations of dipoles relevant to 
the constituent molecules in the system are not properly 
emphasized. Thus, the relationship between the effective 
dielectric constant with the variation of compositional 
concentration of glucose in a pure polar solution such as 
deionized (DI) water has not yet been adequately addressed. 
Some experimental results employing impedance 
spectroscopic techniques on DI water-glucose solutions are 
also available that indicate a non-linear quasi-oscillatory 
behavior of the dielectric constant and conductance of the 
solution with compositional variation of glucose [4, 21]. 
However, no comprehensive theoretical model to describe 
such oscillatory behavior is available and therefore to 
develop a thorough understanding on the nature of dielectric 
behavior of a polar-polar solution a more generalized 
straightforward model is needed, including the dipole-dipole 
interactions, dipole orientations along with the applied 
electric field and also with each other.  
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In this work, a theoretical model is developed for describing 
the quasi-oscillatory nature of dielectric constant of pure DI 
water-glucose mixture with the compositional variation of 
glucose content in the solution. Emphasis has been placed on 
the randomness of dipoles inside the bulk solution, which is 
in thermal equilibrium, since such statistical approach indeed 
is more generalized as this considers the dipole-dipole 
interactions of individual molecules and also their random 
orientations in the system. The analytical model has been 
verified with the help of experimental results of impedance, 
capacitance and conductance measured by employing the 
impedance spectroscopy of the DI water-glucose solution 
with varying glucose content.  

 
Materials and methods 
 
Sample preparation 
 
Glucose stock solutions were prepared using electronic grade 
deionized (DI) water (MilliporeTM) and D-glucose powder 
(Merck) for thirteen different concentrations of glucose 
ranging from 15.4 gm/dl to 77.0 gm/dl. Density of glucose is 
1.54 gm/cc and hence equivalent volume fractions of glucose 
with respect to DI water in the solution range from 0.1 to 0.5. 

   
Theoretical modeling of the DI water-glucose solution 
 
A bulk aqueous solution of glucose and DI water has been 
considered in the current work, where both DI water and 
glucose are polar in nature and hence their solution is also 
polar. To describe the dielectric behavior of such a polar 
medium, the solution is considered to be constituted of polar 
molecules with randomly oriented permanent dipoles of 
moment, p . The schematic representation of such a polar 
solution is shown in Fig. 1(a).  Since such individual dipoles 
are randomly oriented the net dipole moment of the system 
is zero, in the absence of any external applied electric field. 
However, when an electric field is applied then torques are 
generated on the individual dipoles to align themselves with 
the field, thereby developing a net dipole moment per unit 
volume or more precisely, giving rise to the polarization P. 

The potential energy of a polar molecule of dipole 
moment  and applied electric field E


can be expressed as 

[23] 
θcospEEpW −=⋅−=


         (1) 

 
where θ is the angle between the vectors relevant to dipole 
moment and applied electric field. 

Fig.1 (b) shows the solid angle that a dipole may form 
with the applied electric field. Now, since the system is in 
thermal equilibrium, the probability of any molecule having 
potential energy, W, due to its orientation to the electric field, 
is proportional to kTWe /− , where k is the Boltzmann’s 
constant and T is absolute temperature of the solution. Thus, 
the system follows Boltzmann statistics, and therefore, the 
number of dipoles per unit volume per unit solid angle for an 

angle θ with the direction of electric field, can be given as 
[24] 

kTWen /)( −∝θ  
Hence,    

kTpECen /cos)( θθ =                          (2) 
 
where C is the proportionality constant. The solid angle (Fig. 
1(b)) between θ  and )( θθ d+  is equal to θθπ dsin2 . 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: (a) Schematic representation of water-water, glucose-water and 
glucose-glucose dipole interactions in glucose-DI water solution with 
randomly oriented dipoles under the effect of an external electric field; 
(b) Schematic diagram to describe the conical solid angle included 
between θ and (θ+dθ). 
 

Thus, the number of dipoles per unit volume lying in the 
conical solid angle of Fig. 1(b) is 

 

θθπ
θ

dCedn kT
pE

sin2
cos

=   (3) 
 
Hence, the total number of molecules for all possible values 
of θ is equal to 

 

 == θθπθ dCendn kTpE sin2/cos  (4) 

 
where, 
  

(a) 

(b) 
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The value of n has been calculated to be in the order of 
1028/m3 considering the number of moles present in the 
homogeneous bulk solution. Now, the projection of p on the 

direction of electric field E


 is θcosp  and the polarization, 

pnP 
= . Thus, the net contribution from the dipoles to 

polarization is 

=
π

θθθ
0

cos)( pdnP


  (5) 

 
Substituting the value of C we obtain  
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Further simplification of this expression gives 

 

E
kT

npP


3

2
=    (7) 

 
Now, the electric displacement vector is given by, ED


ε=  

and according to Gauss’s theorem for a dielectrics, there 
exists a certain amount of polarization charge in the system 
along with its total free charge [22] and further yields the 
electric displacement vector as PED


+= 0ε ; where 0ε  is 

the permittivity of free space. This leads to a relationship 
between the polarization and electric field 

 
   EP


)( 0εε −=         (8)      

 
Comparing for P


, we can write  
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The solution of DI water and glucose will have three 
different types of interactions at the molecular level: the 
water-water, glucose-glucose and water-glucose dipoles that 
finally determine the overall dielectric behavior of the 
solution [25-26]. Therefore, the net polarization of an 
elementary volume, contributed from these three different 
components, can be written as 
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and the total dipole moment for the entire volume of the 
solution is 
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where Gp  and Wp  correspond to the dipole moments of 
glucose and water, respectively, Wθ  and  Gθ  represent the 
angles between the dipoles and applied field for water and 
glucose, respectively, and φ  is the angle between the 
resultant dipole moments for water and glucose molecules in 
the system. WN , GN  and SN  are the numbers of 
elementary volumes relevant to water, glucose and entire 
solution within the measuring cell, respectively. Thus, 

WG NN  is equivalent to the volume fraction of glucose with 
respect to DI water in the solution.  

Thus, the effective net dielectric constant of the system 
can be expressed as 
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and the capacitance of the solution in a parallel plate 
configuration is obtained to be 
 

d
S

C eff
sol

0εε
=      (13) 

 
where d is the distance between the plates of the measuring 
cell and S denotes the area of the electrodes. 

The net effective dielectric constant as well as 
capacitance of the solution is determined by considering the 
fact that the dipoles are randomly oriented in reference to the 
applied electric field and also with each other. The 
theoretical estimation is performed by employing MATLAB, 
where three sets of random numbers are generated, relevant 
to angles of the dipoles for water-water, water-glucose and 
glucose-glucose interactions with reference to the applied 
electric field. All these angles were chosen randomly for the 
interval of -2π to 2π. The dipole moments corresponding to 
water and glucose molecules were chosen as 1.85 D and 2.89 
D, respectively [27-28]. The theoretical values are compared 
with the experimental data and the results are obtained within 
5% error of the experimental results.       
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Experimental 
 
The capacitance and impedance measurement of the solution 
with varying glucose concentration was performed using a 
computer-interfaced LCR meter (TEGAM, Model 3550), 
where a parallel-plate conductivity cell, with unity cell 
constant, was connected to the meter as illustrated in Fig. 
2(a). The electrical equivalent circuit of the measuring setup 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). Two capacitors (Cdl) and a resistor 
(Rsol) were in series and a third capacitor (Csol) was in parallel 
with the series combination. Cdl arises due to the formation 
of a double-layer on the surface of electrodes and the liquid 
[29-31]. Csol and Rsol are the capacitance and resistance, 
respectively, contributed from the solution due to its 
dielectric nature. The equivalent impedance of such a circuit 
is given by, 

   
21

21 .
zz
zz

Z
+

=           (14) 

 
where 

dl
sol Cf

jRz
π

−=1  

and 

solCf
jz

π22 −=  

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2: (a) Schematic diagram of the conductivity cell inside the test 
tube containing the solution of DI water and glucose; (b) Equivalent 
circuit of the system. 

 

In such a system, the double layer capacitors dominate the 
total impedance of the circuit at very low frequencies, 
resistive part dominates in the mid-frequency range, and the 
dielectric nature of the solution becomes significant at 
relatively higher frequency range [31-32]. Electrical 
measurements were performed at an applied AC bias of 1 V 
(peak-to-peak) amplitude in the frequency range of 50 Hz to 
4 MHz. The LCR meter was sufficiently equipped with noise 
reduction techniques during measurements and the 
impedance and capacitance were measured for thirteen 
different sets of volume fractions of glucose in DI water.   

 
Results and Discussion 
 
Fig. 3 (a) – (c) depicts the plots of variation of impedance, 
capacitance and conductance with volume fraction of 
glucose in the DI water-glucose solution for the frequencies 
1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz. The experiment has been 
performed within the volume fraction range of 0.1 to 0.5. It 
is apparent from all such plots that the variation of electrical 
parameters of interest exhibits a quasi-oscillatory behavior 
with the volume fraction of glucose in the solution, instead 
of showing a linear variation. 

It is worth mentioning that a linear behavior would be 
observed if the glucose was added into a buffer saline 
solution [4, 33]. For such verification, a set of experiments 
was also performed for the glucose volume fraction range of 
0.1 to 0.6 with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) as the base 
solvent. Fig. 4 (a) – (c) depicts the plots of variation of 
impedance, capacitance and conductance with volume 
fraction of glucose in the PBS-glucose solution for the 
frequencies 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 kHz, confirming the 
linear behavior of the electrical parameters with the 
concentration of glucose. 

However, the focus of current work was to develop a 
comprehensive understanding on the electrical behavior of 
pure DI water and glucose solution. The quasi-oscillatory 
behavior of the electrical parameters of the solution, as seen 
in Fig. 3(a) – (c) is attributed to the random distribution of 
dipoles present in such a polar solution. Since the dipoles are 
randomly distributed with respect to the applied electric 
field, at some composition the projections of the dipoles in 
the direction of electric field will be more compared to the 
other compositions, which will lead to higher polarization 
and hence higher dielectric constant and capacitance.  

At 1 kHz, the impedance values were measured as 74.4 
kΩ, 76 kΩ, 52.5 kΩ, 80.9 kΩ and 111 kΩ for the volume 
fractions of glucose 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, respectively. 
At all the frequencies under test such quasi-oscillatory nature 
dictates that the capacitance and impedance will have 
repetitive value for different concentrations of glucose in the 
solution which may mislead the diagnosis of glucose content 
in any sample. The theoretical predictions also justify the 
quasi-oscillatory variation of several electrical parameters 
such as impedance, capacitance and conductance with 
glucose concentration in the solution. Since the dielectric 
behavior of the solution becomes significant at relatively 

(a) 

(b) 
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high frequencies, the response of these electrical parameters 
with increasing glucose concentration is presented in the 
range of 1 kHz to 100 kHz.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Plots of the variations of electrical parameters with volume 
fraction of glucose in DI water: (a) variation of impedance 1 kHz, 10 
kHz and 100 kHz; (b) variation of capacitance at frequencies 1 kHz, 
10 kHz and 100 kHz and; (c) variation of conductance at 1 kHz, 10 
kHz and 100 kHz. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Plots of the variations of electrical parameters with volume 
fraction of glucose in PBS: (a) variation of impedance 1 kHz, 10 kHz 
and 100 kHz; (b) variation of capacitance at frequencies 1 kHz, 10 kHz 
and 100 kHz and; (c) variation of conductance at 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 
100 kHz. 

 
The experimental results were verified from the theoretical 
estimation by using the model developed in Eqn. (13) and 
the comparative plots are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), 
indicating very good agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental data. Such an agreement suggests that the 
prediction of randomly distributed molecular dipoles in a DI 
water-glucose solution is accurate and their randomness is a 
function of volume fraction of glucose. The higher the 
volume fraction of glucose the higher will be the water-
glucose and glucose-glucose dipoles leading to a change of 
their previous orientation relevant to a certain volume 
fraction. This also leads to a change of relative phase angles 
of the dipoles among themselves and also with the applied 
electric field. The measurements are performed for ten times 
by taking fresh DI water and glucose on different occasions 
and the similar results within a variation of 5% were 
obtained. Fresh solutions were used to minimize the effect of 
hydration shell formation outside the glucose molecules [34-
36].    

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 5: (a) Comparative plots of both experimental and theoretical 
variation of impedance with volume fraction at 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 100 
kHz and; (b) comparative plots of both experimental and theoretical 
variation of capacitance with volume fraction at 1 kHz, 10 kHz and 
100 kHz. 

 
Frequency response of the electrical parameters of DI water-
glucose solution were investigated in the frequency range of 
100Hz to 4MHz for thirteen different volume fractions of 
glucose ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. Fig. 6(a), (b) and (c), depicts 
the impedance, capacitance, and conductance results for 
volume fractions 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, respectively.  

The variation of impedance of the solution with 
frequency is plotted in Fig. 6(a). In the lower frequency range 
(below 1 kHz), the value of measured impedance is due to 
DI water only which is obtained to be 155 kΩ. The measured 
impedance gets reduced with the addition of glucose and at 
the medium frequency range, the solution is almost resistive 
in nature and hence it is frequency independent. At relatively 
higher frequencies (>1 kHz), the impedance gradually 
decreases with the increase of measuring frequencies. In this 
higher frequency range, dielectric nature of the solution 
dominates the overall impedance of the system. Similar 
variation of impedance spectrum has been observed for all 
concentrations of glucose considered and its values have 
been measured to be within 40 kΩ to 112 kΩ. The low 
frequency capacitance of the solution of volume fraction 0.1 
is measured to be 1.07 nF and it decreases sharply with 
increasing frequency. Above the measuring frequency of 1 
kHz, the rate of such variation decreases and finally, it 
becomes almost independent of the measuring frequency 
above 50 kHz. A similar frequency response is observed for 
the other solutions with different concentrations of glucose. 
The relatively higher capacitance at low frequencies is 
attributed to the formation of Stern layer on the electrodes 

[29-30, 36-37]. However, the capacitance contributed from 
the bulk solution is observed at higher frequencies, where the 
influence of Stern layer gets diminished, and such 
capacitance is measured to be 35.7 pF - 55.2 pF in the higher 
frequency range, as shown in Fig. 6(b). The conductance 
spectra of the solutions of different volume fractions of 
glucose are plotted in Fig. 6(c) for the frequency range 
considered. The conductance values are measured to be in 
the range between 8.95 µS and 52.9 µS for different volume 
fractions of glucose. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Plots showing the experimentally measured spectra of 
impedance, capacitance and conductance for different compositional 
concentration of glucose in DI water. (a) Impedance over the 
frequency window emphasizing 1 kHz to 100 kHz range. (b)  
Capacitance over the entire frequency window (inset) and Capacitance 
spectrum emphasizing 1 kHz to 1.5 MHz range (c) Conductance over 
the frequency window emphasizing 1 kHz to 100 kHz range. 

 
 
Conclusions 
 
Several electrical parameters such as impedance, capacitance 
and conductance of DI-water glucose solution with varying 
glucose content have been measured by employing 
impedance spectroscopy. The variation of such electrical 
parameters with the concentration of glucose has been 
observed to be quasi-oscillatory in nature – the result of 

(a) 

(b) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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random variation of alignment of the dipole moments at 
molecular level for different glucose content in the solution. 
The quasi-oscillatory nature due to random dipole 
orientations of water-water, water-glucose and glucose-
glucose interaction has also been confirmed by theoretical 
modeling and the relevant analytical expression has been 
developed. Therefore, such measurements provide a 
deterministic approach to identify the overall nature of a 
glucose containing solution   in terms of polarity of the base 
solvent.    
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